
Software Introduction - Arduino 

1. Start Up of Arduino Board 

a. Bootstrap software  built into board. 

b. On signal from IDE via USB (“Upload”) 

i. Read code from USB (blink TX and RX lights) 

ii. Write code into flash memory on processor (uses hardware capability to update the 

flash memory) 

iii. When code successfully loaded continue by 

1. call setup(); 

2. while (True) call loop(); 

 

2. Code runs continually until power removed , next bootstrap request from IDE, or reset button on 

board is pushed.  Question: is there a software way to force reset? 

3. Real Time Matters 

a. ATMEGA 328 speed on the Arduino board is 16Mhz. 

b. You are looking at the “main loop” of the program. This is all the controller will do after 

setup finishes. At end of your code in loop(), it simply runs again, immediately.  This may be 

too soon for some things.  Your alternative: decide how long / how often you want main 

loop to run.  At end, delay for remaining time. 

c. Two primary ways to do things in real time 

i. Polling  - scan or check for inputs / changes in state when you want to.  E.g., check 

to see if there is any phone line that needs service since the last time you checked 

all the lines.  Polling can include follow ups to interrupt work. 

ii. Interrupt – an immediate transfer to handle some every right when it happens.  

Typically the hardware raises an interrupt signal, and the end of the current 

instruction on the processor, transfer to the interrupt handler.  The handler typically 

does the following: 1) save processor state, 2) gather information from the interrupt 

event, 3) do only critical work that must be done immediately to handle the 

interrupt, 4)post other work for later (done when it comes up next in polling), 5) 

restore the processor state to that before the interrupt began and return to the 

program that was running before (next instruction).  Question: ATMega interrupt 

code and it's accessibility at C level or assembly language?  Load bootstrap must be 

an example. 
 

4. Arduino Main Loop 

a. Use time wisely. Don’t use delay() unless very short time required (certainly never more 

than 1 to 5 msec).  There is also delayMicroseconds() for more precision. 



b. Determine length of your main loop and about how often you want it to run, e.g. 100 times 

a second (every 10 milliseconds). 

c. Use delay at the end of the main loop 

i. delay( desiredLength  –  (currentTime – startLoopTime)) 

ii. use millis() to get the current and start times.  Beware Arduino time rolls over every 

~9 hours so code appropriately. 

d. Make your functions be time aware when they are called.  Check to see if it is time to do 

something. 

e. For full sophistication, main loop can distinguish different rates for different functions.  Call 

some every time, others every second time, others, every tenth time, and some only if there 

is time left at the end of the main loop. 
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